As construction of the new, University of Tasmania campus progresses, some sections of West Park will become inaccessible. Work will be undertaken in a staged approach, with patterned markings on the map indicating areas that will be impacted.

**Construction of campus building**
Area closed until development is completed around mid-2021

**Main car park works**
Commencing early 2021 and due for completion mid-2021

**Smaller car parks and landscaping works**
Commencing late 2020 and due for completion early 2021

**Road works, landscaping and revegetation**
Area closing early 2021, with work to be completed around mid-2021

**Road and paving works**
Commencing late 2020 with limited access until development completion

Specific dates, further information and altered traffic conditions will be published prior to each section’s closure:

Thank you for your ongoing patience during construction of this exciting, once-in-a-generation development.